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Nano propellers pump with proper chemistry

The ability to pump liquids at the cellular scale opens up exciting 
possibilities, such as precisely targeting medicines and regulating 
flow into and out of cells. But designing this molecular machinery has 
proven difficult.

Now chemists at the University of Illinois at Chicago have created a 
theoretical blueprint for assembling a nanoscale propeller with 
molecule-sized blades.

The work is featured in Research Highlights in the July 12 issue of 
Nature and was described in the June 28 cover story of Physical 
Review Letters.

Using classical molecular dynamics simulations, Petr Kral, assistant 
professor of chemistry at UIC, and his laboratory coworkers were 
able to study realistic conditions in this microscopic environment to 
learn how the tiny propellers pump liquids.

While previous research has looked at how molecular devices rotate 
in flowing gases, Kral and his group are the first to look at molecular 
propeller pumping of liquids, notably water and oils.
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